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Abstract: Successful coupling of service-oriented and agent-oriented architectures can produce
applications that are self-adaptive in both behavior and structure over a long life span. In practice, this
requires detecting and handling of changes to runtime requirements, consistency in reconfiguration, and
separation of the controller from the application itself. To cope with these challenges, we propose a new
framework for self-adaptive and dynamically reconfigurable smart applications. This framework is
composed of loosely coupled base and controller layers. The base layer consists of a base application and
base controller, while the controller layer consists of detector-classifier, inference, and evaluation sub-layers.
The detector-classifier layer monitors and detects runtime events within the base application. In the
inference layer, an adaptive driver agent creates new adaptation plans. The evaluation layer refines the plan
currently in place and compares it with new adaptive plans. We simulated and evaluated the proposed
framework behavior in a smart home environment.
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1. Introduction
It has been widely observed that many modern, user-centric applications (such as those supporting
healthcare [1], smart home control [2], [3], surveillance systems, C4I military activities, urban traffic, and
the “internet of things” [4] need to continuously adapt their structure and behavior to any changing
conditions. For this, a well-defined methodology is desperately needed. We know that to model and
implement intelligent application environments requires tracking of the application’s behaviors, based on
methodologies like SOA (service oriented architecture), and on techniques involving multi-agents or
ontological representations of configurable elements. While these approaches have produced positive
results, they do not address several key issues [5]-[23], including:


How to detect and handle changing of application requirements within the smart environment?



How to reconfigure the software application in a consistent way?

 How to separate the reconfiguration controller from the application itself?
To address these issues, we propose a framework to support self-adaptive and consistent reconfiguration
of smart applications. Our framework couples SOA and multi-agent system features to drive adaptation, by
evolving a base application through a separate controller. The base application is imported into a base layer
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so that its runtime events can be passed through a design style view (base interface). Controller layer
agents then handle these runtime events by managing the configuration of representative components in
the base application. They do this by proposing a suitable plan and checking whether the representative
components are consistent and compatible with the plan. If they are, then the representative components
are reconfigured to reflect the plan; otherwise, certain agents at the control level become responsible for
creating another plan, or deciding that there is no plan available for the given situation events.
To evaluate the proposed framework, we use a “smart home” case study involving several different
runtime scenarios.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the proposed framework, its structural
components, and the algorithm that describes its role are presented; in section 3, a case study is discussed
and some experimental results provided; in section 4, related work is covered; finally, in section 5, we make
some concluding remarks and discuss future work.

2. Related Works
To fulfill the complex, dynamic structural requirements of smart application environments, appropriate
tools and techniques [5]-[23] are needed. Existing research into modeling and implementing smart
application environments can be divided into four categories:


Daily life monitoring and tracking



Model-driven engineering for smart environments



Development of ontological standards for run-time adaptation

 SOA and multi-agent systems for driving adaptation
In this section, we explore these four categories of research in details.
Daily life monitoring and tracking. In [5], the authors proposed a knowledge-driven approach to
manage a smart home, using ontology for monitoring daily living activity. In [6], researchers introduced a
model that uses a genetic algorithm for clarifying human understanding. The algorithm generates rules
representing a human-understandable profile to ensure an acceptable level of performance. The authors of
[7] developed an automated assistance and health monitoring technique, and simulated an agent-based
smart home to test their technique.
Model-driven engineering for smart environments. In [8], the authors introduced an approach that
merges the model-driven and ontology-driven approaches to modeling smart spaces at both design-time
and run-time. Authors of [9] proposed an approach that combines both ontology alignment techniques with
model-driven engineering to achieve interoperability among smart home devices.
Development of ontological standards for run-time adaptation. The work described in [10]
introduces a formal framework for explicit representation of ontological views. In [11], the authors
introduced a technique for managing and interoperating among the ontological representations of urban
embedded services.
SOA and multi-agent systems for driving adaptation. In [12], a Software Distribution Management
System (SDMS) was deployed as a homogenous means of monitoring smart living system services and
reconfiguring them to fulfill their domain requirements. In [13], researchers presented a method for
performing just-in-time integration of independent living applications and software using SOA.
In [14], an android smartphone application was developed to assist and track elderly people. The
application uses distributed components that communicate via cloud-based web services, and so can be
fully controlled both inside and outside the application environment. In [15], the impact of dynamic and
complex of multi-agent research was studied in the context of smart environments. In [16], the authors built
a system that merges multi-agents and ontologies to support behavior changes based on effective user
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feedback. In [17] a multi-agent system allowed specific smart applications and their user interfaces to be
dynamically updated. In [18], an agent-based framework was used to process user feedback (accept, decline,
or change) and to refine the application. In [19], the authors proposed a smart monitoring system, where
different home control services were selected using ant-based service selection algorithm. In [20], the
authors proposed an SOA architecture for smart-home environments, focusing on service integration and
the home environment mobility. Their proposed architecture was based on multiple OSGi (Open Services
Gateway Initiative) platforms and P2P (peer-to-peer) communications. For communications and
interactions between the different system components, service-oriented methodology and mechanisms
were used. For augmenting these interaction methodology and mechanisms, the agent technology and web
services were applied. Further, the Mobile Agents are applied for dealing with the dynamic situations to
distribute loads from the clients to the multiple service providers. In [21], [22], introduce, how the smart
devices integrated with legacy devices using the advantage of SOA at the level of communication for
industrial devices networks. The Devices Profile for Web Services (DPWS) implemented for embedded
systems and industrial automation. In [23], the authors addressed the interoperability requirements for
smart home environments, and used bi-directional management of smart home sub-systems to evaluate the
performance of a proposed system.
Note that all of the above works used monitoring and tracking of application functionality within a
specific environment, and introduced some forms of SOA, multi-agents, and/or ontological representation
to drive adaptations. None, however, addressed the key issues on which our work is focused, namely,
detection and monitoring of requirements changes, consistent reconfiguration, and separation of
reconfiguration control from the application itself.

3. Proposed Framework
In this section, we present the framework outlined in Fig. 1, detailing its primary layers and
corresponding core classes, and discussing the basic connections and databases resources sketched in Fig. 2.
The proposed framework is composed of three loosely coupled layers: the base layer, the composite
controller layer and physical layer. The base layer structure accords with the Model View Controller (MVC)
paradigm, surrounded by an interface for web service interaction with external agents. The model view
corresponds to the internal structure of the main component of the smart application (e.g., the class
diagram). This model view is obtaining from required information stored in a database associated with
smart environment components. The model controller uses its own knowledge base for controlling and
managing both the web service base layer interface and the model representing the smart application
structure.
The composite controller layer is composed of three main sub-layers: the detector-classifier layer, the
inference layer, and the evaluation layer. These sub-layers are also designed in an MVC style and can be
executed in parallel.
The detector-classifier sub-layer consists of a layer interface web service containing functions for
interacting with higher layers, and three component agents. The first of these agents is the detector, which
interacts with the base layer to monitor any changes, such as run-time events or the transition states of the
smart application components. The second agent runs the classifier knowledge base. The third agent is the
classifier, and uses the classifier knowledge base to determine the component to which a given change
corresponds.
The inference sub-layer mediates between the detector-classifier sub-layer and the evaluation sub-layer
through a web service. The primary component of the inference sub-layer, the adaptive driver agent, uses an
adaptation knowledge base to create a suitable plan for each input from the detector-classifier sub-layer,
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and then passes this plan to the base layer interface and to the evaluation sub-layer. The base layer manages
the plan by converting it to an in-action plan and passing this to the necessary components. The evaluation
sub-layer takes the plan as an input from the inference sub-layer, along with the status of the corresponding
in-action plan from the base layer, and creates a general report. If there is inconsistency between the
created plan and the handled in-action plan, the evaluation-sub layer sends a negative acknowledgment to
the inference sub-layer, triggering creation of a new plan. The process repeats until a consistent plan is
acquired, or found to be impossible.
The third layer is the named physical layer, which shows the smart home devices and technologies in
mobile environment

Fig. 1. The proposed framework.
The main execution flow for the framework is monitoring and detection of run time events for a given
smart environment application. The control layer receives these events from the detector agent, and a
suitable plan is created by applying adaptive-driver agent in which it calls adaptation knowledge based to
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extract the required adaptation knowledge and rules. The following step is to reflect the created plan to the
web-service base layer interface. At the final stage, the evaluation agent receives the in-action and the
created plans from the base environment and from the adaptive driver agent to check their consistency
value. If the consistency result is valid, the evaluation agent sends the base controller in the base
environment a positive acknowledgment requesting it to execute the in-action plan. On the other hand, if
the consistency result is invalid, the evaluation agent sends a negative acknowledgement to the adaptive
driver agent to recreate another plan. This process is repeated until either the consistent result is a valid
value or the number of requesting other plans exceed a fixed known number by the system.

Fig. 2. Main classes and connections in the proposed framework

4. Case Study
To simulate the proposed framework and evaluate its run-time functionality, we employed a case study of
a smart home environment, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Note that, the main packages are devoted to the smart
home gate and home automation. The smart home gate includes a packet control interface that can receive
external signals from a various channels including LANs, Bluetooth (PICONET), telephone networks, the
Web, base stations, and mobility towers. A packet-controller handler receives these signals and, based on a
predefined signal table, locates related home-device components to deal with them. The smart home gate
also includes a configuration management sub-package for discovery and re/configuration of home
components devices. The home automation package is responsible for managing security and controlling
multimedia systems [24]. A class diagram for the smart home case study is provided in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. Schema of simulated smart home and connected external systems.
To illustrate how the proposed framework applies to this case study, consider the scenario described in
Fig. 5. When the user requests the system for viewing and playing a video, the current smart application
uses self-operation to locate appropriate videos. If self-operation finds this event, it provides a list of videos
to the user, who can then select one of the videos for playback (e.g., mms_id=12).
To process this kind of operation, our detector and classifier component would receive a raw-event, its
parameters, and its required components, and check the latter for availability. This availability depends on
(1) identifying the related category of the event, (2) extracting the specification of this category, and (3)
checking whether the required components and the related category specification are matched or not. If
they do match, the detector and the classifier change the status of the event from raw-event to
classified-event. Otherwise, it is sent back to the base application to re-verify event requirements, a process
that is repeated until verified and valid requirements are acquired.
Next, the inference interface receives the classified-event, creates a suitable action plan through the
adaptive driver agent, and reflects this plan in the related home devices. In addition, this figure shows the
evaluator agent rules as shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 4. The smart home runtime class structure

Fig. 5. Video playing scenario
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Fig. 6. Runtime output of the video playing scenario

5. Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the proposed smart home system and to validate the suitability of the proposed
adaptive smart applications, a java based simulation experiments have been conducted to find the
scalability with regards to smart home service requests. Then a usability study has been conducted with
both mobile users and non-mobile users.

Fig. 7. Scalability for the number of concurrent requests against different smart services (100, 64, 49).
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Three different computational power settings have been used in our simulation experiments. For each
setting, multithreaded clients have emulated the same number of concurrent requests (1050 requests) and
have sent them to smart home servers. Ten simulation experiments have been conducted for each setting,
where the time span of each was almost two hours. In such experiments, all smart home servers have been
configured to stream data at a maximum capacity.
As shown in Figure 7, in response to the increased number of concurrent requests, the response time and
the average response time gradually and linearly increased. It is shown that the scalability is a linear until it
reaches a certain threshold value. As seen from Figure 7, at 500 concurrent requests, the average response
time slightly is increased in the system with 49 smart service requests (around 3001.466 ms), compared
to the system with 64 services (around 3100.208 ms).
Table 1. The Comparison table
No. of selected smart
services
Probability
of getting
best smart
home
service
(%)

0

1

2

3

4

5

Experiment
setting no 1

0

87.87

96.06

98.87

100

Experiment
setting no 2

4.5

75.35

94.60

93.78

99.72

93.56

Experiment
setting no 3

48.13

68.45

83

92.45

94.72

87.23

The summary of the three experiments settings data is described in Table 1. It may note that the number
of services selected from each smart home service group (appliance selection to social media section)
varies from 0 to 5.
The above table shows that the results of the experiment setting no 1 are a bit better than those of
experiment setting no 2, while the results from experiment setting no 3 are not as good as those of
experiment setting no 2. It could be as a result of the user’s requirement, which is clarified in the following
points:


Experiment setting no 1 satisfies the user’s selection criteria,



Experiment setting no 2 does not satisfy the user’s requirements, while

 Experiment setting no 3 satisfies the users’ service selection criteria.
Before presenting the usability study, we considered four important questions that are related to the
adaption of smart applications in mobile environment. A questionnaire has been conducted and
distributed on 100 students and researchers at different level. 50% of the participants were in the age
group 13-17, 20% of them were in the age group 17-30, and 30% were in the age group 30+. Firstly, the
participants have been asked to provide their preference of using smart systems (with mobile devices or
without mobile devices). Following that, interaction history data has been recorded. Finally, the participants
have been requested to fill up a questionnaire (Table 2), to give their opinion on the ratings of the system
ease of use, preferences, response time, and likeness.
Table 2. User satisfactory questionnaires of the smart system services
Question No
Q1
Q2

Question
Smart service interaction is easy to use
Using the smart system through mobile devices
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Q3

Response time of the smart system is acceptable while using mobile
devices
The composed self-adaptive smart service is mostly liked by users

Q4

Q1: Smart service interaction is easy to use
4

20

36

40

Q2: Using the smart system through mobile devices
15

5

27

53

Q3: Response time of the smart system is acceptable while using mobile devices
2

22

28

48

Q4: The composed self-adaptive smart service is mostly liked by users

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

100

40

0

Neutral

48

80

28

60

22

20

2

Strongly Agree

Agree

Fig. 8. Overall user response.
As shown in Fig. 8, the response of participants satisfaction based on the Likert five-point scale [25].
Feedbacks from users have been summarized and the average of user responses has been calculated. The
questionnaire results have shown that the majority of users like to use self-adapting smart applications in
mobile environment.
Self Adaptive Smart System
using mobile device

0

1

2

3

4

(a) User Group (Age 17-21)

5

0

Self Adaptive Smart System
without mobile device

1

2

3

4

(b) User Group (Age 21-30)

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

(c) User Group (Age 30+)

Fig. 9. Different user responses of three age groups three in Table 3
In table 3, the overall performance scores of users’ satisfaction are summarized, where the higher mean
(μ ) and standard deviation (σ ) values for ease of use, likeability and preferences, denote acceptable user
satisfactory responses, while the medium mean values for response time shows a good user satisfaction.
Also, acceptability satisfaction has been conducted to ascertain the suitability of the system for different age
groups: ages 17~21, ages 21~30, and ages 30+ responses have been documented, as shown in Fig. 9. By
comparing older age group (30+) and younger age group (17-21), users from the middle age group (21~30)
seem to be more eager to use smart systems.
Table 3 User Satisfaction Evaluation
Ease of use (Q1)
Preferences (Q2)
Response time (Q3)
Likeability (Q4)

μ

σ

4.21
4.34
3.78
4.17

0.89
0.78
0.98
0.83
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6. Conclusion
Our framework for dynamic reconfiguration of smart applications is based on monitoring the base
application environment to detect both runtime events and environmental changes, where suitable plans of
dynamic adaptation, for acceptance or rejection by a configuration controller, have been proposed.
We have demonstrated the applicability of the proposed framework by using a case study that involves
smart home systems. From the experimental results, ease of use, likeability and preferences have reached
acceptable user satisfactory responses, also acceptability satisfaction has been conducted to ascertain the
suitability of the system for different age groups, where users from the middle age group seem to be more
eager to use smart systems.
In future work, we plan to enhance quality of service by increasing the quantity and quality of monitored
measurements. We also plan to identify a new method for handling the synchronization of multiple events.
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